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WATCH: Webb Space Telescope, Hubble's Replacement, Unpacks Massive Tripod Holding
Second Mirror
By - Morgan Artyukhina

NASA’s massive new deep space telescope is continuing its deployment process, erecting the 
tripod that will hold its secondary mirror on Wednesday in preparation for the final step: 
unfolding its huge gold primary mirror.
The US space agency announced on Wednesday that the James Webb Space Telescope’s 
(JWST) tripod structure had successfully unfolded and latched into place. As an animated 
NASA tweet showed, only one arm of the 25-foot-tall tripod actually had to move, folding out 
from behind the massive primary mirror, which remained folded underneath it.
The secondary mirror is necessary for focusing the light captured by the massive primary mirror 
onto the small instruments at its center, which effectively function as the telescope’s “camera.” 
Another set of smaller mirrors inside the “camera” further focus the image.
"Another banner day for JWST," said Bill Ochs, NASA’s program manager for the Webb 
telescope. "We actually have a telescope."
Earlier this week, the Webb telescope deployed its five-layered, tennis court-sized sun shield, 
which will ensure the telescope only gets the clearest images of deep space. However, it won’t 
be taking any such pictures until it’s arrived at a stable orbital position called the L2 Langrangian 
point, where the Earth’s and the Sun’s gravities are balanced against one another.
Webb must also unfold its primary mirror, which is seven times larger than the Hubble’s at 21 
feet 4 inches across, and focus it down to nanometer accuracy - a process that will take at least 
a month. It’s composed of 18 separate hexagonal mirrors made of beryllium substrate and 
coated with a microscopically thin layer of gold to ensure maximum reflectivity.
Once it’s ready, Webb will peer its massive eye into ultra-deep space which, because nothing 
travels faster than light, allows scientists to glimpse the earliest moments of the universe more 
than 13.5 billion years ago.
The satellite was launched into space on December 25, 2021.
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Austin, Blinken to Testify Before Private Senate Panel About Afghanistan Pullout Disaster 
By - Morgan Artyukhina
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Two top Biden administration officials are set to testify in private before a Senate panel next 
week as lawmakers seek additional answers about the botched withdrawal from Afghanistan 
last summer.
The Senate’s Foreign Relations and Armed Services committees have posted an event 
scheduled for 10 am on January 11 at which Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin and Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken will testify. The hearing is closed and will not be webcast, and no further 
details have been released about the event.
The two men, along with several other leading members of the administration and Pentagon, 
have already testified before the two Senate committees once, in the weeks after the US 
completed its withdrawal from Afghanistan on August 31, 2021. Austin was excoriated for a 
no-show at a September 14 panel that Blinken also testified at, but appeared two weeks later at 
yet another hearing with the top diplomat.
Sen. Bob Menendez (D-NJ) indicated at the time that he was willing to compel Austin to testify 
about the “fatally flawed” withdrawal, saying that “a full accounting of the US response to this 
crisis is not complete without the Pentagon - especially when it comes to understanding the 
complete collapse of the U.S. trained and funded Afghan military.”
“The fact that the Afghan army we and our partners trained simply melted away, in many cases 
without firing a shot, took us all by surprise,” Austin told the Senate Armed Services Committee 
on September 28. “It would be dishonest to claim otherwise.”
“We need to consider some uncomfortable truths: that we did not fully comprehend the depth of 
corruption and poor leadership in their senior ranks, we didn’t grasp the damaging effect of 
frequent and unexplained rotations by [Afghan] President Ghani of his commanders, we did not 
anticipate the snowball effect caused by the deals that the Taliban* commanders struck with 
local leaders,” Austin also said.
However, Austin recently tested positive for COVID-19, and the 68-year-old former Army 
general has been experiencing “mild symptoms.” His quarantine period ends on Friday, 
according to new US Center for Disease Control and Prevention rules, although he has been 
participating in virtual meetings while working from home, as well.
‘We’re Going to Have to Go Back’
The US left Afghanistan after negotiating a ceasefire with the Taliban in February 2020 that 
omitted the US-backed government in Kabul. An anticipated separate ceasefire between the 
Taliban and Afghan government never materialized, though, and in May 2021 the Taliban 
launched a new offensive that quickly conquered much of the Central Asian state. By the end of 
July, experts in Washington expected the Kabul government might not last the year, but in fact it 
didn’t even last the month, folding just two weeks later when the Taliban reached the capital’s 
outskirts.
Those two weeks were a chaotic, deadly mess, as thousands crowded outside Kabul’s main 
airport looking for a chance to escape Taliban rule. Daesh-Khorasan** staged a deadly terrorist 
attack on the crowd, killing at least 180 civilians and 13 US service members. Further tragedy 
followed, when a US drone strike against what was claimed to be another Daesh carbomber 
instead struck a vehicle driven by an employee of a US non-governmental organization (NGO), 
killing him and nine members of his family, including children as young as two.
The Pentagon said last month that those responsible for the strike would face no reprimand for 
their actions.
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The final US transport aircraft departed at the end of the month, carrying not just US military 
equipment and soldiers, but 79,000 civilians as well, many of whom had been collaborators with 
the 20-year-long US occupation.
Austin and Blinken will likely be further grilled about these many failings, as well as the claim 
that al-Qaeda***, the terrorist group whose attacks in New York and Virginia on September 11, 
2001, had set the stage for the US invasion a month later, was permanently weakened in 
Afghanistan. If al-Qaeda did come back, the US would be able to manage the problem with 
“over-the-horizon capability” like drone strikes, US President Joe Biden said in August.
Just weeks after the US pullout was complete, top US officials were already saving al-Qaeda 
was likely to reconstitute itself and threaten the US in as little as “one to two years,” according to 
Lt. Gen. Scott D. Berrier, director of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
“We’re going to have to go back in to get ISIS [Daesh]. We’re probably going to have to go back 
in when al-Qaeda resurrects itself, as they will, with this Taliban,” former CIA director and 
Pentagon chief Leon Panetta told CNN on August 28, two days before the withdrawal was 
complete.
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Wednesday's DPRK Launch Was Second Test of Hwasong-8 Hypersonic Missile, Ruling 
Workers Party Says 
By - Morgan Artyukhina

A Wednesday missile launch into the Sea of Japan by the Democratic People's Republic of 
Korea (DPRK) was of a hypersonic weapon, state media reported Thursday morning.
According to Rodong Sinmun, the official paper of the ruling Workers Party of Korea, the 
Wednesday test accelerated the task of "modernizing the national strategic force."
The paper says the test verified the ability of the fuel ampoule system to operate "under winter 
weather conditions" and demonstrated an increased ability to stabilize and control the 
hypersonic glide vehicle, "which combined a multi-stage gliding jump flight and a strong lateral 
movement." The glide vehicle is boosted by a rocket engine during the initial stage of a 
hypersonic weapon's launch before detaching and gliding toward its target, adopting an 
unpredictable flight path to avoid interception.
"In the test launch, the [Academy of Defense Science] reconfirmed the flight control and stability 
of the missile in the active-flight stage and assessed the performance of the new lateral 
movement technique applied to the detached hypersonic gliding warhead," the Sinmun said. 
"Having detached after its launch, the missile made a 120 km lateral movement in the flight 
distance of the hypersonic gliding warhead from the initial launch azimuth to the target azimuth 
and precisely hit the target 700 km away," it added.
The Wednesday launch was the DPRK's second test of a hypersonic weapon. The first was 
held in September, timed to coincide with the socialist nation's envoy to the United Nations 
taking the podium at the General Assembly in New York to speak about the DPRK's right to
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self-defense but willingness to talk peace, which has eluded the peninsula for 72 years. The 
weapon is named Hwasonq-8.
"The possible outbreak of a new war on the Korean Peninsula is contained not because of the 
US' mercy on the DPRK," Ambassador Kim Sung said. "It is because our state is a growing 
reliable deterrent that can control the hostile forces in the attempts of a military invasion."
The DPRK has maintained a unilateral ban on long-range ballistic missile tests since 
demonstrating it has a working intercontinental ballistic missile in 2018. However, it has tested a 
variety of shorter-range weapons that don't violate United Nations resolutions. Many are 
designed to evadeSouth Korean air defenses in various ways, whether by depressed 
trajectories or, in the case of the Hwasong-8, simply being too fast and unpredictable for them to 
shoot down. However, it has also tested air defense missiles, too.
The US has criticized the DPRK and China for its hypersonic weapons tests, saying "the pursuit 
of those capabilities increases tensions in the region." However, just days after US Defense 
Secretary Lloyd Austin made those remarks, the South Korean Defense Ministry’s Agency for 
Defense Development revealed a model for its own land-launched hypersonic missile, dubbed 
Hycore, and received no similar reproach from its ally in Washington.
The DPRK has been at war with South Korea and the US since 1950, when the US 
orchestrated a UN intervention in a civil war in Korea that the South was badly losing. A 
ceasefire ended the war in 1953 after more than 2 million people had been killed, but no 
permanent peace followed, and a demilitarized zone has separated the two countries since. The 
US claims the DPRK's missile and nuclear weapons are a threat to the region, but Pyongyang 
says it only has the weapons to ensure its security until a peace treaty is signed and the 28,500 
US troops in South Korea are withdrawn.
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UNSC Likely to Discuss Sudan as Military Coup Gov Struggles to Replace Resigned PM 
Hamdok
By - Morgan Artyukhina

When Abdallah Hamdok resigned as Sudan’s prime minister on Sunday, it left the country’s 
ruling military government in a bind, as he had been the civilian figurehead legitimizing the 
October 25 coup. However, simply appointing another civilian might not be so simple.
“My acceptance of the assignment to the position of prime minister was on the basis of a 
political consensus between the civilian and military components, which I had preached as a 
unique Sudanese model,” Hamdok said on Sunday as he announced his resignation on state 
television. “But it did not survive with the same degree of commitment and harmony with which it 
began.”
Hamdok had been appointed in 2019 to head the joint civilian-military Sovereign Council 
established after a popular uprising overthrew longtime military leader Omar al-Bashir. The 
council reflected the still-strong power of the military, which was led by men who had been close 
to Bashir and were reluctant to see the system change significantly, and the powerful
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pro-democracy groups that organized millions during months of protests that Bashir’s 
government had brutally repressed.
On November 21, Hamdok reached an agreement with Gen. Abdel Fattah al-Burhan, the head 
of the council after Hamdok had been arrested and placed in house arrest a month earlier, to 
return to office if he formed a "technocratic" and "non-partisan" Cabinet. In turn, Burhan agreed 
not to meddle in Hamdok’s appointments - a deal Hamdok said the military had broken, causing 
him to resign.
However, a senior member of the Forces of Freedom and Change (FFC), one of the most 
powerful pro-democracy groups, told Axios on Wednesday that the real reason was that 
Hamdok knew his new cabinet would not be accepted by the protest movement, which already 
viewed his return to office as a fig leaf disguising military rule.
Burhan can’t simply appoint a new puppet to Hamdok’s office, though: a group of Western 
powers and the European Union said on Tuesday they “will not support a Prime Minister or 
government appointed without the involvement of a broad range of civilian stakeholders.”
Some reports have suggested that Burhan has already approached Ibrahim Elbadawi, a former 
finance minister under Hamdok, to head the government. Elbadawi is the director of the 
Economic Research Forum think tank in Egypt and has worked in a wide variety of finance 
positions in Dubai, Nairobi, and at the World Bank.
Nor can the military continue along its path since October of brutally repressing the mass 
protests without significant penalties, either: hanging over the heads of any government in 
Khartoum is the billions foreign aid sent to Sudan since Bashir’s ouster, including the $700 
million terminated by the US on October 25.
However, some suggested it might still try, using the militant response it’s likely to provoke from 
the protesters as an excuse to crack down even harder.
“The military wants the streets to lose credibility, so that they can say that they’re putting down a 
violent insurgency,” Kholood Khair, the managing partner of Khartoum-based think tank Insight 
Strategy Partners, told Al Jazeera on Wednesday. “They could then call the violence whatever 
they want. They could stick a label of terrorism on it.”
At least 57 protesters have been killed by security forces since the October 25 coup, and 
protesters have mounted 11 “March of Millions” demonstrations against the coup in that time. 
Also on Wednesday, Mona Julia, Norway's Ambassador to the United Nations and chair of the 
UN Security Council, said the council was likely to discuss the situation in Sudan next week - its 
earliest opportunity to do so.
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Texas Realtor Who Flew Private Jet to Storm Capitol Compares Backlash to ’Jews in Germany’

Ryan took a private plane with three others, including Jason Hyland and Katherine Schwab, 
from the US Trinity Aviation in Denton to Washington, DC to participate in what has now
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become known as the January 6 insurrection in response to the loss of former President Trump 
to President Joe Biden.
Jenna Ryan, a Frisco real estate agent who was charged with participation in the January 6 
Capitol riot and sentenced to 60 days in prison after pleading guilty, compared the criticism she 
has received to the “Jews in Germany”.
In an interview with NBC News, she says, “They’re making fun of my skin color. They’re calling 
me an insurrection Barbie.” She continued, “And so, that is the epitome of a scapegoat. Just like 
they did that to the Jews in Germany. Those were scapegoats. And I believe people who are 
Caucasian are being turned into evil in front of the media.”
When NBC News reporter Kate Snow asked Ryan to elaborate on her comparison of the 
Holocaust to the January 6 insurrection, Ryan said, “You know what’s so sad? That I’m afraid to 
answer your question because I will be attacked for saying that.”
A day before the riots, Ryan tweeted, “Hopping on a plane heading to DC 
#MarchToSaveAmerica #stopthesteal.”
However, Ryan has since then claimed to be a scapegoat for the insurrection and has changed 
the bio on her Twitter profile to a relatively defensive statement that reads: “#AmericanPatriot 
Charged with Parading, Picketing & Protesting in DC on January 6th. Sentenced to 60 days 
prison for 2 mins 8 sec in doorway.”
Ryan built a case against herself, as some rioters have continued to lav low for fear of 
persecution, whereas the Texas realtor filmed, photographed, live-streamed, and posted her 
participation to Facebook and Twitter.
The woman posted a statement to social media voicing her regret in having taken part in the 
protest in which she writes, “Unfortunately what I believed to be a peaceful political march 
turned into a violent protest. I do not condone the violence that occurred on January 6, 2020 
and I am truly heartbroken for the people who have lost their lives.”
In a filing from the Department of Justice, prosecutors said authorities recovered a deleted 
Facebook video that was live-streamed in which Ryan can be seen entering the Capitol building. 
She can be heard saying, “We are going to fjng go in here. Life or death, it doesn’t matter.
Here we go.” She then took the opportunity to promote her business saying, “Y’all know who to 
hire for your realtor. Jenna Ryan for your realtor.”
In a tweet on March 26, Ryan responded to another user by writing: “Sorry I have blonde hair, 
white skin, a great job, a great future, and I’m not going to jail. Sorry to rain on your hater 
parade. I did nothing wrong.”
Despite the charges and backlash, Ryan has used her recent fame to increase her followers on 
social media. Deputy director of the Program of Extremism at George Washington University 
Seamus Hughes commented, “I think it was clear based on her postings on social media that 
she was quite interested in using these events on January 6 to further her personal and 
business goals.”
Ryan has her own podcast on YouTube she titles, “The Jenna Ryan Show”, and a website in 
which she describes herself as an activist and author, though so far it only features links to 
vaccine misinformation and January 6 conspiracy theories.
Before reporting to federal prison, Ryan posted on TikTok that she was ready to make her 60 
days in jail “worth it” by doing yoga, detoxing, and losing weight. She also said that she hopes 
the prison has protein bars or shakes.
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She is one of 702 people to be charged in the January 6 Capitol attacks.
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New LSU Coach Brian Kelly Responds to Confusion After Use of Fake Southern Accent at 
Tigers Game

The confusion seems to be mounting in regards to Brian Kelly’s activities during the first month 
as head coach of LSU. The most recent of these was his use of a fake Southern accent in which 
he exaggerated the word ‘family’ with a Southern twang at a Tigers basketball game.
In addition to comments about his fake Southern accent, the internet has also found amusement 
in his dance moves, after Kelly appeared in a video tweeted by quarterback Walker Howard.
The video features Kelly shuffling awkwardly with the caption, “Got my coach!”
In response to all the teasing, Kelly said in the ESPN broadcast booth on Tuesday, “Look,
Walker Howard is a 5-star quarterback and, you know what you’ve got to do what your 
quarterback asks, right? If he says you’ve got to dance, why wouldn’t you dance?” Kelly went 
on, “Listen, whether it was dancing or I couldn’t get my accent down with ‘family’. Listen, I’m 
from Boston. We don’t have strong accents.”
Kelly’s comment about Boston not having a “strong” accent hasn’t helped matters any, rather it 
seems to have sent the internet into another frenzy.
The former Notre Dame coach signed a 10-year contract with LSU, and will reportedly be 
making $15 million per season, according to Dennis Dodd of CBS Sports. But despite the 
profitable career move, it doesn’t seem like the internet has any intention of letting Kelly off that 
easily.
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Jewish Groups Defend J.K. Rowling Over ’Anti-Semitic’ Goblin Accusations

The controversy over J.K. Rowling’s fictional goblins in the Harry Potter franchise was reignited 
recently after comic Jon Stewart’s comments during one of his recent episodes of The Problem, 
Stewart’s Apple TV series.
Stewart voiced criticism of scenes in the film, first released in 2001, which feature hook-nosed 
creatures called goblins who run ‘Gringotts’, the underground bank of the wizarding world. “It 
was one of those things where I saw it on the screen and I was expecting the crowd to be like, 
‘holy shit, [Rowling] did not, in a wizarding world, just throw Jews in there to run the Fcking 
underground bank.’ And everybody was just like, ‘Wizards.’ It was so weird.”
Dave Rich, who is the director of policy for the UK-based Jewish nonprofit Community Security 
Trust, tweeted “sometimes a goblin is just a goblin”.
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He also told Hollywood Reporter. “There is nothing in [Rowling’s] record to suggest that she 
holds anti-Semitic views: quite the opposite, in fact, she has spoken out consistently and 
repeatedly in support of the Jewish community and against anti-Semitism.”
British Jewish comedian David Baddiel weighed in, pointing out that the portrayal may be more 
embedded in anti-Semitic historical traditions as opposed to Rowling’s own imagination. In his 
recent book, Jews Don’t Count, Baddiel writes, “Jews were routinely painted and sculpted as 
gargoyles and devils. Our artistic tradition- look at Punch & Judy, look at witches, look at 
pantomime, look at Bond villains- depicts evil as swarthy and hook-nosed.”
The Campaign Against Anti-Semitism shared a similar thought in a tweet on Wednesday, calling 
the goblins a “product of centuries of association with Jews with grotesque and malevolent 
creatures in folklore, as well as money and finance. The mythological associations have 
become so ingrained in the Western mind that their provenance no longer registers with 
creators or consumers. [It] is a testament more to centuries of Christendom’s anti-Semitism than 
it is to malice by contemporary artists.”
On Wednesday, Stewart turned to Twitter to explain that he was “joking” and that the comment 
came out of a “light-hearted conversation amongst colleagues and chums.” He went on to say, 
“Some tropes are so embedded in society that they’re basically invisible.” He then said, “I do not 
think J.K. Rowling is anti-Semitic" and indicated that he was a Harry Potter fan.
But Stewart isn’t the first to allege that the Harry Potter goblins reflect anti-Semitic tropes. 
Children’s author Marianne Levy wrote for the Jewish Chronicle, “It is not often that I am 
stopped in my tracks. But the press photography from the new Gringotts wing of Warner Bros.’ 
Harry Potter Studio tour positively shrieked with anti-Semitic tropes; the long-nosed goblin, his 
natty suit, clawed fingers caressing a pile of gold coins. When I positioned a Gringotts shot 
alongside a series of cartoons from Nazi Germany’s Der Sturmer, it did not seem out of place.” 
Rowling, who has also been accused of making derogatory comments about the transgender 
community, had no comment.
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Pope Criticises Couples That Don't Want to Have Children, Deems It 'Selfish'

Fearing a birth rate decline in the West, the Pope is urging those who cannot produce children 
biologically to look towards adoption options instead.
Pope Francis criticised childless couples in a general assembly at the Vatican on Wednesday, 
calling them "selfish".
"We see that people do not want to have children, or just one and no more. And many, many 
couples do not have children because they do not want to, or they have just one - but they have 
two dogs, two cats...yes, dogs and cats take the place of children. Yes, it's funny, I understand, 
but it is the reality", he said.
The Pope, who has been favoured as a relatively progressive pontiff, reminded followers that a 
core teaching in the Catholic Church is the importance of bearing or raising children: "This 
denial of fatherhood and motherhood makes us smaller".
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He added that "having a child is always a risk, either naturally or by adoption. But it is riskier not 
to have them. It is riskier to deny fatherhood, or to deny motherhood, be it real or spiritual".
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US Jobless Filings Down Almost 75% for 2021 - Labor Dept.

WASHINGTON, January r (Sputnik) - US weekly jobless claims fell almost 75% for all of 2021, 
data from the Labor Department showed on Thursday as employment in the world’s largest 
economy continued to progress steadily from the effects of the coronavirus pandemic measures. 
“In the week ending January 1, the advance figure for seasonally adjusted initial claims was 
207,000,” the Labor Department reported in its latest weekly roundup of claims that compared 
with the 787,000 filings for unemployment benefits in the week to January 2, 2020.
The jobless claims data came ahead of Friday’s non-farm payrolls report for the month of 
December from the Labor Department. Economists said they are expecting the upcoming report 
to show an addition of 424,000 jobs for both the private and government sector last month 
versus November’s gain of 210,000.
Separately, data on \Afednesday from payrolls surveyor ADP showed that the 807,000 private 
sector jobs in December, nearly twice more than predicted by economists.
For the week ended January 1, economists polled by US media had expected jobless claims at 
around 194,500, putting what the Labor Department some 12,500 above expectations. Based 
on the previous week’s filing of 200,000, the latest number was exactly 7,000 higher.
Yet, economists took note that weekly unemployment statistics had fallen by three quarters 
since the end of 2020.
"Jobless claims continue to track along low levels above and below the 200K level,” economist 
Greg Michalowski said in a post on ForexLive.
The United States is experiencing one of the greatest transformations of its employment market 
as the coronavirus pandemic measures upended labor supply and work trends, putting 
employees' demands above those of employers.
After staggering unemployment initially triggered by the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, the 
labor market has steadily picked up this year, showing a jobless rate of 4.2% in November from 
a high of 14.8% in April 2020. That was just 0.2% above the 4% mark that the Federal Reserves 
defines as maximum employment in the United States. In terms of total job losses, the number 
stood at around 20,000 at the height of the pandemic before falling to around 4 million now, 
officials say.
In a separate report released earlier this week, the Labor Department said the number of 
Americans quitting their jobs stood at a record high in November.
Analysts say US workers were enjoying some of the greatest opportunities ever as acute labor 
shortages and post-pandemic shifts enable them to demand higher wages and prioritize 
child-care and health concerns.
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Biden Says Trump Not Just Former President, But Defeated Former President

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden said on Thursday that Donald 
Trump is not only a former president but a defeated former president, and there is zero proof the 
result of the 2020 election was inaccurate.
"Even before the first ballot was cast, the former President was pre-emptively sowing doubt 
about the election results. He was just looking for an excuse, a pretext to cover for the truth.
He's not just a former President. He's a defeated former President," Biden said. "There are 
simply zero proof the election results are inaccurate."
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Biden Says US Constitution Faced Greatest Threat During January 6, 2021, Riot

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden said on Thursday that the US 
Constitution faced its greatest threat during the attack on the Capitol on January 6, 2021.
"One year ago, today, in this sacred place, democracy was simply attacked... Our Constitution 
faced the greatest of threats,” Biden said in his remarks to mark one year since the assault on 
the US Capitol.
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Sherman, Geoana Discuss Upcoming Russia Meeting, Readiness for Dialogue - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman and 
NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea Geoana on Thursday discussed the upcoming NATO 
Russia Council meeting and reaffirmed their readiness for meaningful dialogue, US Department 
of State Spokesperson Ned Price said in a readout of the phone call.
“Deputy Secretary Wendy Sherman spoke today with NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea 
Geoana to discuss their shared concern about Russia’s military build-up on the borders of 
Ukraine. They discussed the January 12 NATO-Russia Council meeting," Price said.
He added that the alliance is ready for meaningful dialogue with Russia while standing united to 
deter further aggression.
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ANALYSIS - US Likely to See More Robust Effort to Overturn Vote in 2024

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Efforts to overturn the next US presidential election will 
likely be much better planned and more coordinated than was witnessed in the run up to the 
storming of the Capitol a year ago today, analysts told Sputnik.
The January 6, 2020 attack on the US Capitol, which aimed to block vote certification, came 
after failed efforts by the Trump campaign to reverse the presidential election results through the 
court system.
Despite this failure, which included losing over 50 lawsuits, the grueling ordeal shined a bright 
light on an archaic US electoral college system and vote certification process amenable to 
manipulation.
PERFECTING THE PROCESS: THE LEGAL PATHS
One strategy to steal the election that opened eyes was put forth by Trump legal adviser John 
Eastman in a two-page memorandum which argued that then-Vice President Mike Pence, in his 
role as head of the US Senate, had the legal authority to reverse the outcome.
"Skeptics argued the so-called coup was no more than a riot by right-wing nuts," historian and 
political commentator Dan Lazare told Sputnik. "But subsequent disclosures such as Trump 
adviser John Eastman's six-step memo on how to overturn the vote have put all speculation to 
rest. The attempted coup may not have been very competent. But it was still quite real, and the 
only lesson Republicans have learned is that next time they should do better."
This is why, Lazare added, a similar incident is likely in 2024, "one that's more efficient, better 
planned, and more thoroughly mapped out."
Immediately flooding the legal system with challenges is also an approach that will work in favor 
of the party of Lincoln, Lazare added.
"If enough are tied up in court by the time it comes for Congress to certify the results, then the 
contest will wind up in the House where the voting will proceed on a state-by-state basis as 
mandated by the Twelfth Amendment and where Republicans enjoy a built-in advantage 
because they control a majority of state delegations," Lazare explained.
Independent Institute for Liberty and Peace Director Ivan Eland also believes a repeat is highly 
possible.
"The same kind of incident, or worse could happen again... but if Congress changes the 1887 
law governing the counting of electoral votes and makes other voting changes, it will be less 
likely," Eland told Sputnik.
American University History Professor Peter Kuznick sees all the "ingredients" are in place for 
another chaotic election outcome.
"The Republicans in the red states have been putting mechanisms and laws in place to limit 
potentially Democratic voting," Kuznick said.
Moreover, he added, they are trying to give state legislatures the power to "disregard and 
overrule the popular will in allocating electoral votes."
GROUND GAME
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Experts also fear the same factors that propelled the violent physical attack on the Capitol last 
January - such as disunity and extremism - are even worse now.
California State University Political Science Professor Beau Grosscup said it is clear the US has 
become more divided a year after the storming of the Capitol. In fact, Grosscup said he believes 
January 6 was just a "trial run."
In addition, the attack and Trump's rhetoric has encouraged right wing extremists, Grosscup told 
Sputnik. The professor also claimed Trump made martyrs of the rioters and convinced many the 
state was illegitimately captured.
"If they make major inroads into the military command structure they would have the final tool 
for their assault," Grosscup warned. "On the other hand, those with the levers of power at this 
moment still have a chance to stall the more dangerous 'process' efforts now underway."
Political analyst and former hedge fund manager Charles Ortel expressed concerns about the 
extremists on both ends of the political spectrum who are frustrated with the unregulated 
globalism which has benefited the crony capitalists and the political donor class.
"This gnawing anxiety triggers lefties to embrace a theory that socialism or even communism 
will work in America," Ortel said. "And, a feeling that the system is rigged against the common 
person also animates those who bet on Trump to bring 'deep state' proponents of corrupt 
globalism to justice."
The real threat posed to "order," Ortel suggested, is when Trump supporters find common cause 
with supporters of Senator Bernie Sanders, as they may on many national security, civil rights 
and "foreign entanglement issues."
Lazare is worried about any scenario in which an election is hijacked - be it via legal process or 
brute force.
"The autogolpistas will succeed whether or not a raging mob gathers on Capitol Hill. Whether 
the results are quasi or pseudo-constitutional will be unclear," Lazare said. "But it won't matter 
because America's 18th-century plan of government will be so broken down by that point that it 
will be impossible to tell. The only thing that will be clear is that the age of democracy is rapidly 
fading."
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RPT: PREVIEW - One Year Later, Trump-Dem Feud Over US Capitol Attack Rages On

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration and a number of US lawmakers 
plan to hold events and deliver speeches on Thursday to mark the first year anniversary of the 
attack on the Capitol, which comes just as a congressional panel escalates pressure on former 
President Donald Trump over his role in the matter, while Republicans blast Democrats for 
politicizing the development.
On January 6, 2021, a large group of Trump supporters stormed the Capitol building in an 
attempt to stop lawmakers from certifying the results of the 2020 presidential election, after 
Trump claimed the results were invalid due to voter fraud. At least five people died in connection 
with the riots.
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The January 6 siege was the biggest attack on the US Capitol since the British army burned the 
building and other landmarks down in the \Afar of 1812.
The incident led to Trump's second impeachment by the Democratic-led House, who accused 
the then-president of inciting an insurrection. The riots also spawned a congressional probe and 
hundreds of prosecutions of those allegedly involved.
However, many Republicans have accused the Democrats of inflating and exploiting the 
situation. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy earlier this week said the rival party is using 
the one year anniversary of the attack as a "partisan political weapon."
On the other hand, many believe the incident - and Trump's handling of it - has fueled 
extremism even within the US armed forces. Last month, three retired generals in a Washington 
Post op-ed called on the Pentagon to prepare for a coup by 2024.
University of Houston History Professor Gerald Horne warned that the Defense Department 
program to root out extremists may be "too late."
"The country is more divided now than anytime since the Civil \Afer," Horne told Sputnik. "It 
[January 6] encouraged extremists, who - by all indicators - are planning a replay."
WHITE HOUSE SET TO TARGET TRUMP
US President Joe Biden plans to deliver a commemoration speech on Thursday during which 
the White House expects he will address the significance of what happened.
White House spokesperson Jen Psaki on Wsdnesday said Biden is likely to lay out "the singular 
responsibility President Trump has for the chaos and carnage that we saw, and he will forcibly 
push back on the lies spread by the former president in an attempt to mislead the American 
people and his own supporters."
The House of Representatives will also commemorate the anniversary of the January 6 event 
on Thursday, starting at noon with a prayer and moment of silence on the floor followed by 
remarks from lawmakers who will share their experiences the day of the attack.
This will be followed by a "Historic Perspective" conversation between historians "to establish 
and preserve the narrative of January 6th," according to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Other 
members of the House and Senate will also gather on the steps of the Capitol for a prayer vigil. 
Trump originally planned to hold a news conference on Thursday to discuss what he called the 
"rigged" 2020 presidential election. However, on Tuesday Trump said he canceled the presser in 
light of the "bias and dishonesty" of the congressional panel probing the incident and "the Fake 
News Media."
In terms of security for Thursday, a US Homeland Security spokesperson told Sputnik they have 
detected no credible threats. Capitol Police Chief Tom Manger said they have no grave security 
concerns or intelligence that indicates there would be any problems while the Pentagon said no 
National Guard units are expected to be on the grounds.
With respect to the long-term, while Homeland Security said it has enhanced its ability to detect, 
analyze, and respond to threats since the riots, the Capitol police are facing a manpower deficit. 
On Wsdnesday, Manger said the Capitol police force is currently experiencing a shortage of 457 
officers. They are planning to hire 280 officers this year and 280 more over the next three years 
to provide sufficient security for members of Congress.
PROBE, LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS HEAT UP
In the run up to the attempt to block certification, the Trump campaign had lost more than 50 
lawsuits alleging voter fraud in a failed bid to reverse the outcome of the election. Moreover,
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several US election security agencies and the Department of Justice disputed Trump's 
allegations of voter fraud.
The House Committee investigating the January 6 riot has made a massive effort to seek 
testimony from former Trump administration officials with knowledge of behind-the-scenes 
activity that occurred the day of the Capitol attack. The committee is seeking a phone call Trump 
made a few hours before his supporters tried to disrupt the certification of the 2020 election 
results, chairman Bennie Thompson told The Guardian.
On Tuesday, the committee said it is seeking records from Fox News anchor Sean Hannity 
regarding communication he had with Trump and other then-White House officials.
The committee is also waging a legal battle to gain access to records against the objections of 
Trump's lawyers, who claim they must remain confidential due to executive privilege. The 
National Archives has identified approximately 1,600 pages of documents as relevant to the 
probe while Trump is seeking to prevent the investigators from accessing some 750 of them.
The House panel has also subpoenaed numerous former Trump White House officials and 
individuals who organized pro-Trump rallies in Washington the day of the attack. The House has 
held former White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows in criminal contempt of Congress while 
former Trump adviser Steve Bannon is already being prosecuted for failing to cooperate with the 
probe.
Meanwhile, US prosecutors have charged over 700 people for crimes related to the January 6 
riot while at least ten Capitol police officers have filed a lawsuit against Trump for allegedly 
instigating the attack.
However, Reuters reported in August, citing officials, that the FBI found scant evidence the 
attack was the result of an organized plot and found no proof that Trump was involved in 
organizing the violence.
CENSORSHIP CONCERNS
The events of that day led to social media giants Face book and Twitter banning Trump from 
their platforms. They insisted that the bans on Trump do not constitute censorship but were set 
up for public safety in response to the January 6 unrest at the US Capitol.
Trump had 88 million followers on Twitter before he was banned.
After failing to rectify the situation via the courts, Trump instead decided to announce his own 
social media company. In October, the Trump Media and Technology Group (TMTG) said it will 
become a publicly listed company as an alternative to liberal media and will launch a social 
network named "TRUTH" Social.
Trump, the company chairman, in a statement said he created TRUTH Social and TMTG "to 
stand up to the tyranny of Big Tech."
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US, UK Defense Chiefs Discuss 'Concerning' Russian Military Activity - Pentagon
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin and his UK 
counterpart Ben \Afellace discussed so-called concerning Russian military activity near Ukraine's 
border, Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby said in a statement.
"Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III spoke with U.K. Secretary of State for Defence Ben 
Wallace today regarding Russia's concerning military buildup on Ukraine’s borders," Kirby said 
on Wednesday.
The two defense chiefs promised to support Ukraine and agreed to continue to closely 
coordinate on the matter, Kirby said.
Tensions between Russia and Ukraine have increased in the past several weeks amid an 
alleged Russian troop buildup at the Ukrainian border and claims of preparations for an 
invasion. Moscow has repeatedly denied the accusations, saying that Russia has the right to 
relocate troops within its territory at its own discretion, while NATO's military activity near 
Russian borders poses a threat to its security.
On December 17, Russia released proposals on security guarantees to NATO and the United 
States that seek to prevent the alliance's further expansion eastward and ban the deployment of 
US and Russian intermediate and short-range missiles within reach of each other's territory, 
among other items.
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Blinken Discusses N. Korea Missile Launch With Japanese Foreign Minister - State Dept.

(Adds context, details in paras 2, 4,5)
WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken held a telephone 
call with Japanese Foreign Minister Hayashi Yoshimasa and discussed North Korea's latest 
ballistic missile launch as well as reaffirmed the United States’ commitment to defend Japan, 
State Department spokesperson Ned Price said.
North Korea said it tested a supersonic missile on Wednesday which flew 700 kilometers (435 
miles) and hit the target, Yonhap reported. Earlier in the day, the Japanese Coast Guard and the 
South Korean Joint Chiefs of Staff said they observed a projectile presumed to be a ballistic 
missile fired by North Korea heading in the direction of the Sea of Japan.
"Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken spoke today with Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Hayashi Yoshimasa," Price said in a press release on Wednesday. "Secretary Blinken 
condemned the DPRK’s [North Korea's] ballistic missile launch and stressed US commitment to 
the defense of Japan remains ironclad."
Blinken and Hayashi also discussed cooperation to denuclearize the Korean Peninsula and 
committed to modernizing the US-Japanese relationship, especially on strategic matters, Price 
added.
This was the first possible test of North Korean weapons this year. The previous one took place 
on October 19, 2021, when North Korea tested a new submarine ballistic missile.
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Blinken Discusses N. Korea Missile Launch With Japanese Foreign Minister - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken held a telephone 
call with Japanese Foreign Minister Hayashi Yoshimasa and discussed North Korea's latest 
ballistic missile launch as well as reaffirmed the United States’ commitment to defend Japan, 
State Department spokesperson Ned Price said.
"Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken spoke today with Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Hayashi Yoshimasa," Price said in a press release on Wednesday. "Secretary Blinken 
condemned the DPRK’s [North Korea’s] ballistic missile launch and stressed US commitment to 
the defense of Japan remains ironclad."
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US CDC Recommends Cutting Interval Between Second, Booster Vaccines for 12-17 Year Olds

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The US Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices 
has voted to recommend shortening the interval between primary series of vaccination against 
the coronavirus and the Pfizer booster shot from six to five months in adolescents aged 12-17 

years.
"A single Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine booster dose is recommended for persons aged 
12-17 years at least five months after primary series under the FDA's Emergency Use 
Authorization," the Advisory Committee recommendation said on Wednesday.
The Advisory Committee members voted 13 to 1 to recommend early boosting for the 
adolescents in the 12-17 age group.
The Advisory Committee said it will soon start recommending being "up to date" on vaccination 
against the coronavirus instead of urging people to be fully vaccinated. Staying up to date 
means to get the third dose when eligible, including those individuals with compromised immune 
systems.
At present, only the Pfizer-BioNTech booster vaccine is authorized and recommended for use in 
adolescents 12-17 years of age.
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Biden to Seek Support for Voting Rights Bill During Atlanta Visit January 11 - White House
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden and Vice President Kama la Harris 
will visit Atlanta, Georgia to deliver remarks in support of proposed legislation to protect voting 
rights in the United States, the White House announced.
"On Tuesday, January 11, President Biden and Vice President Harris will travel to Atlanta, 
Georgia to speak to the American people about the urgent need to pass legislation to protect 
the constitutional right to vote and the integrity of our elections," the announcement said on 
Wednesday.
The White House explained that new laws were needed to protect the US electoral process 
from corrupt attempts to strip law-abiding citizens of their fundamental freedoms.
The legislation was also required to prevent partisan state officials from making efforts to 
undermine vote counting processes, the announcement added.
Republicans have criticized the proposed bill as an attempt by Democrats to federalize elections 
in the United States and significantly ensure their chances to win elections.
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US Tech Stocks Lose Most in 11 Months as INterest Rate Hike Fears Roil Wall Street

NEWYORK, January 5 (Sputnik) - Fears of an impending US interest rate hike roiled \Afell 
Street on Wednesday, with risk-averse investors dumping stocks in almost every sector and 
handing Big Tech its biggest loss in nearly 11 months.
"US stocks are struggling for direction,” Ed Moya, analyst at online trading platform OANDA, 
said on Wednesday.
Moya's coments comes as a strong private payrolls report for December and minutes from the 
Federal Reserve’s final meeting for 2021 signaled a quicker-than-expected rate hike this year 
and sent the three major equity indexes on the New Stock Exchange tumbling.
Of the three indexes, the worst hit was the Nasdaq Composite, which sank to 15,100 after 
losing 523 points, or 3.3% on the day. It was the biggest one-day percentage loss since 
February 25 for the Nasdaq, which groups highly-valued tech stocks such as Amazon, Apple, 
Face book, Google and Netflix.
It also marked the second consecutive day of losses for the Big Tech index, after Tuesday’s 
drop of 1.3%. Prior to that, Nasdaq opened the year on an ebullient note, rising 1.2% in 
Monday’s first session of 2022, after a 21 % gain for all of last year. Nasdaq-listed Apple even 
crossed a record $3 trillion in market capitalization on Monday, making it the world’s most 
valuable company.
Of the remaining equity indexes, the S&P 500, which groups the top 500 US stocks, fell 1.9% - 
the most since January 29, 2021.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, which groups blue chips of mostly industrial stocks, had the 
smallest drop of the three, losing just about 1 % or its most in two weeks. Investors have been 
rotating out of Nasdaq's so-called growth shares into the Dow's "value stocks" since the year 
began.
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Wednesday's market rout came after investors learned from the Federal Reserve that its 
policymakers had considered faster rate hikes for this year than previously intended when they 
met in December amid soaring inflation.
Separately, a reading of bond market traders’ expectations showed a more than 70% chance of 
the Fed imposing by March its first rate hike since the coronavirus outbreak two years ago. 
Earlier readings had predicted a rate hike between April and June.
Earlier in the day, data from private payrolls surveyor ADP showed that private employers in the 
United States added 807,000 jobs in December, nearly twice more than predicted by 
economists - showing the labor market in the world’s largest economy had thrived despite 
challenges from the coronavirus Omicron variant.
The ADP data came ahead of Friday’s non-farm payrolls report for December from the Labor 
Department, which will include both private and government sector jobs. Economists are 
expecting the non-farm payrolls report to show an addition of 424,000 jobs for last month versus 
November’s 210,000. Anything above that skews to the upside the chance for a faster rate hike, 
analysts said.
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Blinken, Israeli Foreign Minister Discuss Russia, Iran - US State Dept.

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken spoke over the 
telephone with Israeli Foreign Minister Yair Lapid Iran and discussed Iran and the possibility of 
what he called was the "further Russian aggression against Ukraine," State Department 
spokesperson Ned Price said.
"Secretary of State Antony Blinken spoke with Israeli Foreign Minister Yair Lapid today," Price 
said. "[The two men discussed] the risks of further Russian aggression against Ukraine as well 
as the challenges posed by Iran."
Blinken and Lapid also discussed a range of regional and global challenges, Price added.
In May 2018, the United States withdrew from the Iran nuclear agreement - formally known as 
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) - that stipulated Iran must scale back its 
nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief. The United States, China, France, Russia and 
the United Kingdom plus Germany, the European Union and Iran signed the nuclear agreement. 
Iran largely abandoned its own obligations under the accord after the US withdrawal. The 
seventh round of talks to revive the nuclear agreement began in late November 2020.
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US Closely Following Situation in Kazakhstan, Urges Restraint on Both Sides - State Dept.
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The United States is closely following the civil unrest in 
Kazakhstan, condemns the acts of violence and calls on both protesters and the government to 
show restraint, State Department Spokesperson Ned Price said in a statement.
"The United States is closely following the situation in Kazakhstan, a valued partner. \Ne 
condemn the acts of violence and destruction of property and call for restraint by both the 
authorities and protesters,” Price said on Wednesday.
The US calls on all Kazakhs to respect and defend constitutional institutions, human rights, and 
media freedom, including the restoration of internet service, Price also said. The US urges all 
parties to find a peaceful resolution to the state of emergency, he added.
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Sex Trafficker Ghislaine Maxwell’s Lawyers Call for Retrial Due to Juror Problem - Filings

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The legal team representing Ghislaine Maxwell called for 
a new trial after information emerged about a potential problem with a member of the jury that 
convicted her on charges of sex trafficking in late December, according to US court filings.
“I write in response to the government’s letter of this morning requesting a hearing to consider a 
Juror’s statements to various media sources that the Juror was a victim of sexual assault. The 
government’s request for a hearing is premature because based on undisputed, publicly 
available information, the Court can and should order a new trial without any evidentiary 
hearing,” the document filed by Maxwell’s lawyers said on Wednesday.
The government became aware that a juror involved in Maxwell’s case was a victim of sexual 
abuse, a question raised on the prospective juror questionnaire, US Attorney Damian Williams 
said in a court filing on Wednesday. The government believes that the court should conduct an 
inquiry into the matter, Williams added.
Maxwell's lawyers said in the filing that it is clear based on the remarks of the juror and other 
facts that a new trial is required. If the court disagrees, then she requests that a hearing be 
scheduled sooner than one month from now, the lawyers said.
Maxwell - an acquaintance and accomplice to sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein - was found guilty in 
December on five charges, including conspiracy to entice minors across state lines to engage in 
illegal sexual activity, transporting a minor with intent to engage in illegal sexual activity and sex 
trafficking of a minor.
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Bitcoin Price Dips Over 4 Percent Amid Civil Unrest in Kazakhstan - Coinbase Data
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The price of the leading cryptocurrency Bit coin dropped 
sharply by more than four percent amid civil unrest in Kazakhstan - the second largest Bit coin 
mining country in the world, data from the cryptocurrency platform Coinbase showed.
Bitcoin’s price dropped by more than $3,000 from the day’s high shortly after 2:30 p.m. ET 
(19:30 GMT) amid mass protests in Kazakhstan, which mines 18.1% of the world’s Bitcoin, 
according to Cambridge University estimates.
The protests in Kazakhstan began at the very beginning of January over the increases of the 
price of electricity, but the protests escalated and led to clashes with security forces on Tuesday 
and Wednesday. The police used tear gas and stun grenades to disperse the rioters.
The internet was briefly turned off throughout Kazakhstan and a number of TV stations stopped 
broadcasting.
Kazakhstan ranks second in the world behind the United States in terms of Bitcoin mining, with 
Russia following in third place at 11.2% of the mining share.
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SPUTNIKTOP STORIES OF THE DAY

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) -

PROTESTS IN KAZAKHSTAN
* Kazakhstan declared a nationwide state of emergency this Wednesday.
* Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev has promised in his new address to the nation to 
come out with a new set of reforms soon as protests continue to sweep the republic, local media 
reported.
‘Authorities of Pavlodar in northern Kazakhstan have successfully suppressed rallies with the 
situation in the city remaining calm, eyewitnesses told Sputnik.
* Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko has held phone negotiations with his Kazakh 
counterpart Tokayev and Russian President Vladimir Putin regarding the situation in 
Kazakhstan, the Pul Pervogo Telegram channel, close to the press service of the Belarusian 
leader, reported.
* The European External Action Service (EEAS) called on all sides to the crisis in Kazakhstan to 
refrain from violence and encouraged a peaceful conflict resolution.

US-RUSSIA RELATIONS
* The upcoming US security talks with Russia will be pragmatic and results oriented, and 
progress is possible if Moscow comes to the negotiation table ready to do so, White House 
spokesperson Jen Psaki said on Wednesday.
* The United States is not going to respond to Russia's security proposals "point-by-point" 
because many of them do not merit a response, Psaki said.

ARMENIA-TURKEY TALKS
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* The Turkish Foreign Ministry confirmed on Wednesday that special representatives from 
Ankara and Yerevan will meet in Moscow on January 14 to discuss normalization of ties.

ATTACKS IN IRAQ, SYRIA
* Two Syrian soldiers were wounded in terrorist shelling in the province of Latakia, Rear Adm. 
Oleg Zhuravlyov, deputy head of the Russian Defense Ministry's Center for Reconciliation of 
Opposing Sides in Syria, said.
* US-led Coalition forces in Syria launched an artillery attack against Iran-supported malign 
actors after coming under rocket fire, the Defense Department’s Combined Joint Task Force - 
Operation inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) said.
* Iraqi militants targeted US-led Coalition forces with indirect rocket fire near the Ain al-Asad 
Airbase in Iraq’s western An bar province but there are no casualties, a CJTF-OIR spokesperson 
told Sputnik.

US SANCTIONS ON BOSNIA
* The United States imposed new sanctions on Milorad Dodik, member of the Presidency of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, citing corrupt activities, the US Treasury Department Office of Foreign 
Assets Control (OFAC) said in a press release on Wednesday.
* The US government has banned former and current Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) officials 
Milan Tegeltija and Mirsad Kukic from entering the United States due to their involvement in 
corruption and destabilizing activities, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said in a statement.
* The United States has imposed sanctions on the Alternativna TV company in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, the US Treasury Department Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) said in a 
notice.

COVID-19
* UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Wednesday announced that from Friday people will no 
longer need to produce a negative result to a COVID-19 test before traveling to the United 
Kingdom, claiming that the measure is “having limited impact” in tackling the spreading of the 
Omicron variant.

US COURT HEARING ON KLYUSHIN
* Russian national Vladislav Klyushin pleaded not guilty on Wednesday to all of the criminal 
charges he faces in the United States over his alleged role in a global hacking and trading 
scheme.
* Klyushin was denied bail and ordered detained until his trial for an alleged hacking and trading 
scheme due to concerns about assuring his appearance if released, US Judge Marianne Bowler 
said.
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PREVIEW- One Year Later, Trump-Dem Feud Over US Capitol Attack Rages On
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration and a number of US lawmakers 
plan to hold events and deliver speeches on Thursday to mark the first year anniversary of the 
attack on the Capitol, which comes just as a congressional panel escalates pressure on former 
President Donald Trump over his role in the matter, while Republicans blast Democrats for 
politicizing the development.
On January 6, 2021, a large group of Trump supporters stormed the Capitol building in an 
attempt to stop lawmakers from certifying the results of the 2020 presidential election, after 
Trump claimed the results were invalid due to voter fraud. At least five people died in connection 
with the riots.
The January 6 siege was the biggest attack on the US Capitol since the British army burned the 
building and other landmarks down in the \Nar of 1812.
The incident led to Trump's second impeachment by the Democratic-led House, who accused 
the then-president of inciting an insurrection. The riots also spawned a congressional probe and 
hundreds of prosecutions of those allegedly involved.
However, many Republicans have accused the Democrats of inflating and exploiting the 
situation. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy earlier this week said the rival party is using 
the one year anniversary of the attack as a "partisan political weapon."
On the other hand, many believe the incident - and Trump’s handling of it - has fueled 
extremism even within the US armed forces. Last month, three retired generals in a Washington 
Post op-ed called on the Pentagon to prepare for a coup by 2024.
University of Houston History Professor Gerald Horne warned that the Defense Department 
program to root out extremists may be "too late."
"The country is more divided now than anytime since the Civil Yskr,” Horne told Sputnik. "It 
[January 6] encouraged extremists, who - by all indicators - are planning a replay."
WHITE HOUSE SET TO TARGET TRUMP
US President Joe Biden plans to deliver a commemoration speech on Thursday during which 
the White House expects he will address the significance of what happened.
White House spokesperson Jen Psaki on Wednesday said Biden is likely to lay out "the singular 
responsibility President Trump has for the chaos and carnage that we saw, and he will forcibly 
push back on the lies spread by the former president in an attempt to mislead the American 
people and his own supporters."
The House of Representatives will also commemorate the anniversary of the January 6 event 
on Thursday, starting at noon with a prayer and moment of silence on the floor followed by 
remarks from lawmakers who will share their experiences the day of the attack.
This will be followed by a "Historic Perspective" conversation between historians "to establish 
and preserve the narrative of January 6th," according to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Other 
members of the House and Senate will also gather on the steps of the Capitol for a prayer vigil. 
Trump originally planned to hold a news conference on Thursday to discuss what he called the 
"rigged" 2020 presidential election. However, on Tuesday Trump said he canceled the presser in 
light of the "bias and dishonesty" of the congressional panel probing the incident and "the Fake 
News Media."
In terms of security for Thursday, a US Homeland Security spokesperson told Sputnik they have 
detected no credible threats. Capitol Police Chief Tom Manger said they have no grave security
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concerns or intelligence that indicates there would be any problems while the Pentagon said no 
National Guard units are expected to be on the grounds.
With respect to the long-term, while Homeland Security said it has enhanced its ability to detect, 
analyze, and respond to threats since the riots, the Capitol police are facing a manpower deficit. 
On V\fednesday, Manger said the Capitol police force is currently experiencing a shortage of 457 
officers. They are planning to hire 280 officers this year and 280 more over the next three years 
to provide sufficient security for members of Congress.
PROBE, LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS HEAT UP
In the run up to the attempt to block certification, the Trump campaign had lost more than 50 
lawsuits alleging voter fraud in a failed bid to reverse the outcome of the election. Moreover, 
several US election security agencies and the Department of Justice disputed Trump's 
allegations of voter fraud.
The House Committee investigating the January 6 riot has made a massive effort to seek 
testimony from former Trump administration officials with knowledge of behind-the-scenes 
activity that occurred the day of the Capitol attack. The committee is seeking a phone call Trump 
made a few hours before his supporters tried to disrupt the certification of the 2020 election 
results, chairman Bennie Thompson told The Guardian.
On Tuesday, the committee said it is seeking records from Fox News anchor Sean Hannity 
regarding communication he had with Trump and other then-White House officials.
The committee is also waging a legal battle to gain access to records against the objections of 
Trump's lawyers, who claim they must remain confidential due to executive privilege. The 
National Archives has identified approximately 1,600 pages of documents as relevant to the 
probe while Trump is seeking to prevent the investigators from accessing some 750 of them.
The House panel has also subpoenaed numerous former Trump White House officials and 
individuals who organized pro-Trump rallies in Washington the day of the attack. The House has 
held former White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows in criminal contempt of Congress while 
former Trump adviser Steve Bannon is already being prosecuted for failing to cooperate with the 
probe.
Meanwhile, US prosecutors have charged over 700 people for crimes related to the January 6 
riot while at least ten Capitol police officers have filed a lawsuit against Trump for allegedly 
instigating the attack.
However, Reuters reported in August, citing officials, that the FBI found scant evidence the 
attack was the result of an organized plot and found no proof that Trump was involved in 
organizing the violence.
CENSORSHIP CONCERNS
The events of that day led to social media giants Face book and Twitter banning Trump from 
their platforms. They insisted that the bans on Trump do not constitute censorship but were set 
up for public safety in response to the January 6 unrest at the US Capitol.
Trump had 88 million followers on Twitter before he was banned.
After failing to rectify the situation via the courts, Trump instead decided to announce his own 
social media company. In October, the Trump Media and Technology Group (TMTG) said it will 
become a publicly listed company as an alternative to liberal media and will launch a social 
network named "TRUTH" Social.
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Trump, the company chairman, in a statement said he created TRUTH Social and TMTG "to 
stand up to the tyranny of Big Tech."
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US Attorney General Vows to Hold All Capitol Riot Perpetrators at Any Level Accountable

(Updates with details in paras 3-6)
WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Attorney General Merrick Garland on Wednesday 
vowed during a speech ahead of the first anniversary of the January 6 Capitol riot to hold all 
perpetrators of violence at any level accountable.
"The Justice Department remains committed to holding all January 6 perpetrators at any level 
accountable under law, whether they were present that day or were otherwise criminally 
responsible for the assault on our democracy," Garland said during a press conference.
More than 725 individuals have been arrested and charged for their role in the January 6 events 
and at least 325 of those have been charged with felonies.
Garland said the Justice Department has received more than 300,000 tips from citizens that 
helped the authorities identify individuals who participated in the US Capitol riot.
The Justice Department does not investigate and prosecute people based on their views or 
ideologies, all protected under US law, but threats of violence are unlawful, Garland said.
The responsibility to end threats of violence falls on all Americans to share because it 
undermines democracy, Garland added.
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Fed Mulls Faster US Rate Hikes as Inflation Soars - December Meeting Minutes

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Policymakers at the Federal Reserve considered faster 
rate hikes for this year than previously intended when they met in December amid soaring 
inflation, minutes from that meeting released by the US central bank on Wednesday showed. 
“Participants generally noted that, given their individual outlooks for the economy, the labor 
market, and inflation, it may become warranted to increase the federal funds rate sooner or at a 
faster pace than participants had earlier anticipated,” the Fed said in the minutes of the 
December 14-15 meeting held by its policy-making Federal Open Market Committee. 
Separately, a reading of bond market traders’ expectations showed a more than 70% chance of 
the Fed imposing by March its first rate hike since the coronavirus outbreak two years ago. 
Earlier readings had predicted a rate hike at between April and June.
The Fed has kept interest rates at virtually zero since the COVID-19 outbreak, which sparked 
record unemployment in 2020 and the first recession since the 2008/09 financial crisis.
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In order for the central bank to raise rates, it needs steady economic growth, employment at 
near maximum and inflation at 2% at least for a year.
The economy shrank by 3.5% in 2020 due to shutdowns and other disruptions caused by the 
pandemic. The Fed has projected a 5.5% growth for 2021 and 4% for 2022.
While unemployment hit a record high of nearly 15% in April 2020, it was at just 4.2% in 
November — almost at the 4% mark that the Fed defines as "maximum employment."
The Fed’s problem though is inflation, which is running at 40-year highs as prices of almost 
everything have soared from the lows of the pandemic due to higher wage demands and supply 
chain disruptions. Instead of moderate rate hikes, the central bank may have to resort to more 
frequent and larger increases to tamp down such price pressures.
The Fed acknowledged in its December minutes the extraordinary challenge to the US economy 
laid down by inflation. "All participants noted that inflation had remained significantly over 2%, 
indicating supply and demand mismatches associated to the pandemic and the economy's 
reopening," the central bank said.
In preparation for the rate hike, the Fed has also been tapering since November its monthly 
bond- and asset-buying of $120 billion that it launched two years ago to support an economy 
collapsing from the weight of the COVID crisis. Since December, the central bank has 
committed to shave $30 billion each month from those purchases and could wrap them by 
March — putting a rate hike on track immediately after that.
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UN Security Council Plans to Discuss Tensions in Sudan Next \Neek - President

UNITED NATIONS, January 5 (Sputnik) - The UN Security Council plans to hold a meeting next 
week to discuss the political tensions in Sudan, the council's president, Norway’s Ambassador 
to the United Nations Mona Juui, said on Wednesday.
"I am quite convinced that there will be a meeting on Sudan because of the very worrying 
development there. We don't think it will be possible this week, but I'm pretty sure that there will 
be a meeting next week," Juul told reporters.
On Sunday, Sudanese Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok resigned due to the actions of the 
military, who violated the agreements within a political deal.
Hamdok was reinstated on November 21 after signing a pact with Gen. Abdel Fattah Burhan, 
who on October 25 took control of the government and arrested the former prime minister. 
Hamdok previously said that one of the main demands of the November 21 deal was that he 
must be independent in choosing political appointees, as he wanted to overcome chaos after 
the October 25 coup.
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Grammy Awards Show Postponed Due to Concerns About Omicron Variant - Statement

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The 2022 Grammy Awards Show was postponed due to 
concerns about public health and the wave of COV1D-19 cases attributed to the Omicron 
variant, the US Recording Academy and CBS said in a statement on Wednesday.
"After careful consideration and analysis with city and state officials, health and safety experts, 
the artist community and our many partners, the Recording Academy and CBS have postponed 
the 64th Annual GRAMMY Awards Show ... Given the uncertainty surrounding the Omicron 
variant, holding the show on January 31st simply contains too many risks’’ the statement said. 
The health and safety of those in the music community, live audience and production crew 
remains the organizations’ top priority, the statement added.
The Recording Academy and CBS look forward to celebrating the awards at a later date that will 
be announced soon, the statement said.
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US Attorney General Vows to Hold All Capitol Riot Perpetrators at Any Level Accountable

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Attorney General Merrick Garland during a speech 
on Wednesday ahead of the first anniversary of the January 6 Capitol riot vowed to hold all 
perpetrators of the violence at any level accountable.
"The Justice Department remains committed to holding all January 6 perpetrators at any level 
accountable under law, whether they were present that day or were otherwise criminally 
responsible for the assault on our democracy," Garland said during a press conference.
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No Requests Received at UN Security Council to Address Situation in Kazakhstan - President

UNITED NATIONS, January 5 (Sputnik) - The UN Security Council has not yet received a 
request to address the ongoing riots in Kazakhstan, the council’s president, Norway’s 
Ambassador to the United Nations Mona Juul, said on Wednesday.
“We have not received any requests for any meetings in the Council,” Juul told reporters. “Of 
course, it looks very concerning ... \Ne certainly will continue to follow up.”
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US, Germany See Russia's Actions as Immediate Challenge to Stability in Europe - Blinken
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Wednesday 
said the United States and Germany believe Russia's actions in Eastern Europe present an 
immediate challenge to stability in the region.
"Both Germany and the United States see Russia’s actions toward Ukraine as an immediate 
and urgent challenge to peace and stability in Europe," Blinken said during a press conference 
alongside German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock. "\Afe condemn Russia's military buildup 
on Ukraine's borders as well as Moscow's increasingly harsh rhetoric."
Tensions between Russia and Ukraine have increased in the past several weeks amid an 
alleged Russian troop buildup at the Ukrainian border and claims of preparations for an 
invasion. Moscow has repeatedly denied the accusations, saying that Russia has the right to 
relocate troops within its territory at its own discretion, while NATO's military activity near 
Russian borders poses a threat to its security.
On December 17, Russia released proposals on security guarantees to NATO and the United 
States that seek to prevent the alliance's further expansion eastward and ban the deployment of 
US and Russian intermediate and short-range missiles within reach of each other's territory, 
among other items.
Blinken said he and Baerbock agreed to pursue diplomacy with Russia but added that it will be 
difficult to make progress if there is no de-escalation in the region.
Both sides discussed the need for severe consequences for Russia in response to any 
escalation with Ukraine, Baerbock said, adding that the United States and Germany believe 
there is no alternative path to a political solution.
Baerbock made clear to Blinken that there cannot be a decision made on the security of Europe 
without consultations with Europeans.
In addition, Blinken said he and his counterpart discussed the status of the Nord Stream 2 
pipeline while addressing the Ukraine-Russia issue.
Blinken said if Russia is serious about de-escalating tensions, the United States can take steps 
to build greater confidence and address issues. However, some issues, including those 
concerning arms control, will take time, Blinken said.
The US-Russian negotiations on tensions around Ukraine will take place on January 10 and will 
be followed by a Russia-NATO Council meeting on Russian security proposals and a summit of 
Russia and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe.
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Technical Team Deploys Second Mirror Support Structure on Webb Telescope - NASA

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US technicians have successfully deployed the second 
support structure for the mirror of the James Wfebb Space Telescope, which is now 600,000 
miles out from earth, NASA announced on Wednesday.
"Today, Webb teams successfully deployed the observatory’s secondary mirror support 
structure," the US space agency said in a blog post. "When light from the distant universe hits
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Wsbb’s iconic 18 gold primary mirrors, it will reflect off and hit the smaller, 2.4-foot (.74-meter) 
secondary mirror, which will direct the light into its instruments."
The secondary mirror is supported by three lightweight deployable struts that are each almost 
25 feet long and are designed to withstand the space environment. Specialized heating systems 
were used to warm up the joints and motors needed for seamless operation, NASA said. 
"Another banner day for JWST [James Webb Space Telescope],” Webb project manager Bill 
Ochs at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center said in a message to the secondary mirror 
deployment team at the Mission Operations Center in Baltimore. "This is unbelievable ... We’re 
about 600,000 miles from Earth, and we actually have a telescope.”
The deployment process began at 9:52 am Eastern Standard Time (EST) and the secondary 
mirror finished moving into position at 11:28 am. The secondary mirror support structure was 
then latched at 11:51 am and at 12:23 pm, engineers confirmed the structure was locked into 
place and deployment was complete, NASA said.
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Germany to Help Ukraine Transition From Fossil Energy to Green One - Foreign Minister

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Germany sees a need to redirect Ukraine from fossil fuel 
supply to green energy, including in the context of existing hydrogen projects, German Foreign 
Minister Annalena Baerbock said on Wednesday.
"It is important to become more independent when it comes to energy supply as Europeans, but 
also when looking to the energy supply of Ukraine through Ukraine that we support Ukraine.
And we need to support Ukraine to make the transition from a fossil energy supply and a fossil 
energy supply of Europe and move towards green energy supply. This is why we have hydrogen 
projects and many other energy projects,” Baerbock said during a joint press briefing with US 
Secretary of State Antony Blinken.
The United States and the European Union have many plans and projects to deal with the issue 
of becoming more independent as regards energy supplies in Europe, Baerbock added.
The Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline has been a source of controversy between Russia, Germany 
and the United States since its inception, with Washington actively trying to discourage all 
involved parties from implementing the project. However, in July, the US and Germany struck a 
deal that implied the completion of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline without the threat of US 
sanctions.
The pipeline's construction was finally concluded in September and still has to pass through the 
certification in Germany, which has been temporarily put on hold as Germany’s Federal Network 
Agency suspended the certification process last month in November, saying it has yet to receive 
all the necessary documents.
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US Weekly Gasoline Stockpiles Jump Most Since COVID-19 Peak - Energy Agency

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US gasoline stockpiles increased the most last week 
since the height of the demand destruction during the coronavirus crisis, data from the Energy 
Information Administration (ESA) showed on Wednesday.
The increase comes as holders of crude oil barrels sold them to avoid tax liabilities for 2021. 
Industry analysts like John Kilduff said crude stockpiles are taxed higher than fuel inventories in 
the United States and that explains the 10.1-million barrel build in gasoline inventory for the final 
week of December - the largest since April 2020 when energy consumption was at its lowest 
after the COVID-19 crisis broke.
"The first week of January seasonally shows larger-than-expected drawdowns in crude stocks 
and higher-than-forecast builds in product inventories as those with crude barrels in their hold 
clear them to avoid tax liabilities on those for the previous year,” Kilduff, who also runs New 
York-based energy hedge fund Again Capital, said. “Wall have to see if there’s enough 
consumption in the next few weeks to result in drawdowns of gasoline.”
Automobile fuel gasoline, or petrol, is the most-consumed oil product in the United States.
US inventories of oil distillates, which are refined into diesel for trucks, buses, trains and ships 
as well as fuel for jets, meanwhile rose by 4.4 million barrels last week after a decline of 1.7 
million barrels the previous week.
US crude oil itself saw a stockpile drop of 2.1 million barrels last week, on top of the previous 
week's drop of 3.6 million. Crude stockpiles fell by more than 16 million barrels for all of 
December, explaining the current balance of gasoline in the market.
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Blinken Says Discussed Nord Stream 2 With German Counterpart During Talks on Ukraine

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on 
Wednesday that he discussed with his German counterpart Annalena Baerbock the status of the 
Nord Stream 2 pipeline during talks about tensions between Ukraine and Russia.
"We also discussed the status of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which the United States has long 
opposed," Blinken said during a joint press conference with Baerbock. "As I've said before, this 
pipeline does not have gas flowing through it at present, and if Russia renews its aggression 
towards Ukraine, it will certainly be difficult to see gas flowing through it in the future."
Blinken said while some may see Nord Stream 2 as leverage for Russia to use against Europe, 
the pipeline also serves as leverage for Europe to use against Russia.
In December, media reported that the United States is pressing Germany to halt the Nord 
Stream 2 pipeline should Russia invade Ukraine. However, the Kremlin said the pipeline was 
not mentioned during the virtual meeting between Russian President Vladimir Putin and US 
President Joe Biden last month.
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Nord Stream 2 is a joint venture of Gazprom, Royal Dutch Shell, OMV, Engie, Uniper and 
Wintershall. The project is designed to carry natural gas from Russia to Germany via the Baltic 
Sea. The pipeline was completed in September and is now undergoing certification in Germany, 
which has been stalled by the Federal Network Agency's demand to create a German 
subsidiary and then file a separate bid.
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Germany Has Different Position Than US on Arms Supplies to Ukraine - Foreign Minister

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) ~ Germany’s position on arms supplies to Ukraine differs 
from that of the United States, but Berlin continues to deliver medical equipment to treat 
wounded armed forces as it has done since 2014, German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock 
said on Wednesday.
“We have a different position on arms supply to Ukraine, but since 2014, we have helped 
Ukraine and supported Ukraine in building a military hospital. We furnished medical equipment 
with supplied material. Also, the Federal armed forces, the Bundeswehr, is lending a helping 
hand when it comes to medical treatment of wounded Ukrainian soldiers on the ground,’’ 
Baerbock said during a joint press briefing with US Secretary of State Antony Blinken.
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Germany, US Agree on Need for Political Solution on Russia, Ukraine - German Minister

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said on 
Wednesday that she and US Secretary of State Antony Blinken have agreed that there is no 
alternative path to reaching a political solution to resolve tensions between Ukraine and Russia. 
"In our bilateral meeting, we agreed today on the importance of finding a good path forward to 
finding a solution together for the process of dialogue because there is no alternative to a 
political solution. This has to be clear to the Russian government and it is in this understanding 
that we as transatlantic partners will continue to go into the talks in the coming weeks,"
Baerbock said in a press conference alongside Blinken.
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US Court Denies Russian National Klyushin Bail, Orders Him Held Until Trial - Judge
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WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Russian national Vladislav Klyushin was denied bail and 
ordered detained until his trial for an alleged hacking and trading scheme due to concerns about 
assuring his appearance if released, US Judge Marianne Bowler said on Wednesday.
Bowler ordered Klyushin detained until trial during a virtual court hearing due to his substantial 
risk of flight. Klyushin is a “sophisticated” individual who is familiar with international travel and 
could have a number of assets in countries around the world, Bowler said.
Klyushin and four other Russian nationals are charged with crimes connected to an alleged 
global hacking and trading scheme that purportedly netted the defendants at least $82 million in 
profit using stolen company data to inform trading decisions.
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Russia’s Klyushin Pleads Not Guilty to All US Charges in Alleged Hacking, Trading Scheme

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Russian national Vladislav Klyushin pleaded not guilty 
on Wednesday to all of the criminal charges he faces in the United States over his alleged role 
in a global hacking and trading scheme.
“Absolutely not guilty," Klyushin said during a virtual court hearing when asked for his plea to 
charges of conspiring to obtain unauthorized access to computers, to commit wire fraud and 
securities fraud, obtaining unauthorized access to computers, wire fraud and securities fraud.
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Biden, First Lady to Visit Nevada to Attend US Senator Reid Memorial - White House

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden and First Lady Jill Biden will fly to the 
US states of Nevada and Colorado on Friday and will attend the memorial service for former 
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, the White House announced in a press release.
"On Friday, January 7, the President and the First Lady will travel to Boulder, Colorado to survey 
wildfire damage," the release said. "After, they will continue on to Las Vegas, Nevada, to attend 
the memorial service honoring former US Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid.
Reid and Biden were friends and colleagues for decades in the Senate, the upper chamber of 
Congress. Both men served as senators for 30 years.
Reid will lie in state in the US Capitol Rotunda next week and ceremonies to honor him will be 
held at the Capitol on January 12.
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German Foreign Minister Says No Decision on Security of Europe Possible Without Europeans

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said on 
Wednesday after meeting with her US counterpart Anthony Blinken that there cannot be a 
decision on the security of Europe without consultations with European partners.
"Let me make it very clear at this point in time, there cannot be a decision on the security in 
Europe without Europe," Baerbock said during a joint press conference with Blinken after they 
discussed tensions in Eastern Europe involving Russia and Urkaine.
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Upcoming US-Russia Security Talks in Geneva to Include Session on Arms Control - Blinken

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The upcoming bilateral strategic stability talks between 
Russia and the United States will include a special session to address arms control issues, US 
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on Wednesday.
"V\fe have coming up next week conversations with Russia bilateral between the United States 
and Russia through something that was established last year, the Strategic Stability Dialogue, 
this came out of the extension of the New START agreement... but we're going to have a special 
session of that dialogue to deal with some of the issues of concern that Russia has raised as 
well as issues of concern that the United States has," Blinken said during a press conference.
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Seven-Day Daily Average Coronavirus Cases, Hospitalizations Increase in US - Health Agency

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The seven-day average number of daily coronavirus 
cases and hospitalizations is increasing in the United States, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) Director Rochelle Walensky said on Wednesday.
"The current seven-day daily average of cases is about 491,700 cases per day - an increase of 
about 98% from the previous week. The seven-day average of hospital admissions is about 
14,800 per day - an increase of about 63% over the previous week. And the seven-day average 
of daily deaths are about 1,200 per day, which is an increase of about 5% over the prior week," 
Walensky said during a White House COVID-19 Response Team press briefing.
Presidential Medical Advisor Anthony Fauci said during the briefing that the coronavirus 
Omicron variant appears to be less severe in both adults and children than its predecessors, 
However, that does mean that the public should be complacent, since the increased 
transmissibility of Omicron may override the positive impact of reduced disease severity, Fauci 
added.
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Data indicate that booster doses of vaccinations reconstitute protection against the Omicron 
variant of the virus as well, Fauci also said.
A CDC Advisory Committee will meet later on Wednesday to discuss booster doses for children 
12-15 year old.
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UPDATE - Iraq Militants Target US-Led Coalition With Rockets Near Ain al-Asad Airbase - 
Spokesman

(Updates with more details in para 3)
WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Iraqi militants targeted US-led Coalition forces with 
indirect rocket fire near the Ain al-Asad Airbase in Iraq’s western An bar province but there are 
no casualties, a Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) 
spokesperson told Sputnik on Wednesday.
"There was IDF [indirect fire] in the area not on the base itself. No casualties," the spokesperson 
said.
The Coalition spokesperson explained that five rounds of indirect rocket fire hit far off the 
military installation and the closest impact occurred two kilometers away. There has been no 
damage to the base, the spokesperson added.
The Coalition forces have been targeted in a series of attack in Iraq and Syria amid the second 
anniversary of the assassination of Qasem Soleimani, the commander of the Iranian Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps’ elite Quds Force, who was killed in a US airstrike on the outskirts of 
Baghdad.
On Tuesday, the Coalition said it carried out strikes against rocket sites near Syria's Omar oil 
field that posed an imminent threat in the area.
Iraqi forces also repelled an attack on Tuesday when they shot down two expiosives-iaden 
drones targeting an air base in Western Iraq that houses US troops in the second such attack in 
24 hours. Asimilar attack occurred on Monday, when the Iraqi air defense system shot down 
two explosives-laden drones over the diplomatic zone at the Baghdad airport.
An Iraqi security source provided Sputnik with several photos of the wreckage of Monday's 
attack that showed the inscription "Revenge for Soleimani" written on the drones.
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Biden Will Say in Speech Trump Has 'Singular Responsibility' for January 6 Events - Psaki

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden will talk in his upcoming speech 
about former president Donald Trump’s "singular responsibility" for the events at the US Capitol 
on January 6, White House spokesperson Jen Psaki said on Wednesday.
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"So just as you heard him say on January 6 of last year, I would expect that President Biden will 
lay out the significance of what happened at the Capitol and the singular responsibility President 
Trump has for the chaos and carnage that we saw, and he will forcibly push back on the lies 
spread by the former president in an attempt to mislead the American people and his own 
supporters," Psaki said during a press briefing.
Biden is personally connected to the events of January 6 as someone who served in the US 
Senate for decades, and that will be reflected in his speech, Psaki said.
The US president is involved in the writing of any major speech he gives, she added.
On January 6, a group of Trump supporters entered the US Capitol complex to protest 
lawmakers who were verifying the 2020 presidential election results from several US states that 
Trump claimed were fraudulent. The gathering resulted in one unarmed protester being shot 
dead by Capitol police and numerous injuries to demonstrators and law enforcement officers.
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UN Chief Aware of Reports of N. Korea’s Missile Launch, Urges Resuming Talks - Spokesman

UNITED NATIONS, January 5 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres is aware of 
the reports suggesting that North Korea launched the first ballistic missile this year and 
emphasizes the need for Pyongyang to resume diplomatic talks with all concerned parties, 
United Nations spokesperson Stephane Dujarric said on Wednesday.
Earlier in the day, the Japanese Coast Guard and the South Korean Joint Chiefs of Staff said 
they had observed an unknown projectile, presumed to be a ballistic missile fired by North 
Korea, heading in the direction of the Sea of Japan.
"The Secretary-General is, of course, aware of the report of this launch. He reiterates again that 
the DPRK [North Korea] should resume talks with the other parties concerned, and that 
diplomatic engagement and diplomatic talks remain the only pathway to sustainable peace and 
complete, verifiable denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula," Dujarric said.
Following the alleged launch, Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida formed a crisis response 
center.
North Korea conducted its last such missile test on October 19, 2021.
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US Monitoring Situation in Kazakhstan, Denies Played Role in Unrest - White House

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The United States is monitoring the situation in 
Kazakhstan and is calling on protesters to remain calm, but denies allegations that it played a 
role in organizing the protests in Almaty, White House spokesperson Jen Psaki said on 
Wednesday.
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"We are monitoring reports of protests in Kazakhstan. We support calls for calm, for protesters 
to express themselves peacefully and for authorities to exercise restraint. There are some crazy 
Russian claims about the US being behind this. So let me just use this opportunity to convey 
that this is absolutely false and clearly a part of the standard Russian disinformation playbook,” 
Psaki said during a press briefing.
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US Discussions With Russia Will Be Pragmatic, Results Oriented - White House

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) ~ The upcoming US security talks with Russia will be 
pragmatic and results oriented, and progress is possible if Moscow comes to the negotiation 
table ready to do so, White House spokesperson Jen Psaki said on Wednesday.
“Our discussions [with Russia] will be pragmatic, results oriented and we believe there are areas 
we can make progress on with Moscow if they come to the table ready to do that and obviously 
that's the nature of diplomacy," Psaki said during a press briefing.
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White House Says Many of Russia’s Security Proposals Do Not Merit Response

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The United States is not going to respond to Russia's 
security proposals "point-by-point" because many of them do not merit a response, White House 
spokesperson Jen Psaki said on Wednesday.
"President [Joe Biden] has made clear that we can make progress on some issues, while others 
are not viable. We're not responding to them point-by-point and I don't expect we will in these 
negotiations, because in our experience, you don't make actual progress by negotiating in public 
and also because many of the proposals don't merit such a response," Psaki said during a press 
briefing.
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UN Chief Urges All Actors in Kazakhstan to Show Restraint, Avoid Violence - Spokesperson

UNITED NATIONS, January 5 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres is following 
with concern the unrest in Kazakhstan and urges all involved to exercise restraint and avoid 
violence, United Nations spokesperson Stephane Dujarric said on Wednesday.
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Earlier in the day, Kazakhstan declared a nationwide emergency amid ongoing anti-government 
protests sparked by an increase in the price of liquefied gas prices.
"We're obviously following with concern and monitoring the situation in Kazakhstan. It's very 
important for all involved in these current events to exercise restraint, refrain from violence and 
promote dialogue in addressing all of the pertinent issues,” Dujarric said during a press briefing. 
The United Nations has been in touch with its office in Kazakhstan and there have been no 
security threats to its staff there, Dujarric added.
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Iraq Militants Target US-Led Coalition With Rockets Near Ain a I-Asad Airbase - Spokesman

(Updates with background in paras 3-6)
WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Iraqi militants targeted US-led Coalition forces with 
indirect rocket fire near the Ain al-Asad Airbase in Iraq’s western An bar province but there are 
no casualties, a Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) 
spokesperson told Sputnik on Wednesday,
"There was IDF [indirect fire] in the area not on the base itself. No casualties," the spokesperson 
said.
The Coalition forces have been targeted in a series of attack in Iraq and Syria amid the second 
anniversary of the assassination of Qasem Soleimani, the commander of the Iranian Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps’ elite Quds Force, who was killed in a US airstrike on the outskirts of 
Baghdad.
On Tuesday, the Coalition said it carried out strikes against rocket sites near Syria's Omar oil 
field that posed an imminent threat in the area.
Iraqi forces also repelled an attack on Tuesday when they shot down two expiosives-iaden 
drones targeting an air base in Western Iraq that houses US troops in the second such attack in 
24 hours. Asimilar attack occurred on Monday, when the Iraqi air defense system shot down 
two explosives-laden drones over the diplomatic zone at the Baghdad airport.
An Iraqi security source provided Sputnik with several photos of the wreckage of Monday's 
attack that showed the inscription "Revenge for Soleimani" written on the drones.
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Iraq Militants Target US-Led Coalition Wth Rockets Near Ain al-Asad Airbase - Spokesman

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Iraqi militants targeted US-led Coalition forces with 
indirect rocket fire near the Ain al-Asad Airbase in Iraq’s western An bar province but there are 
no casualties, a Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) 
spokesperson told Sputnik on Wednesday,
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"There was IDF [indirect fire] in the area not on the base itself. No casualties," the spokesperson 
said.
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Philadelphia Apartment Fire Kills 13 Including 7 Children - Fire Department Official

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Afire in a crowded second and third floor apartment 
building in Philadelphia killed thirteen people, including seven children, Deputy Fire 
Commissioner Craig Murphy said on Wednesday.
"That number sits now at thirteen," Murphy said during a press conference about the number of 
fatalities. "That number is dynamic - seven children [are among the dead]."
Murphy cautioned that three people remained unaccounted for so the number of dead could rise 
further.
Murphy said the fire broke out in the two floor apartment on the second and third floors of the 
building at around 6:30 a.m. ET (11:00 a.m. GMT) and the flames then moved very quickly.
The Fire Department moved aggressively and rapidly put the flames out but then discovered the 
bodies, he said.
Some 26 people lived in the building, including 18 in the apartment where the fatal fire occurred. 
There had been six fire detectors installed with ten-year lithium batteries in 2019 and 2020 and 
they had last been inspected in May 2021, but none of them was functioning when the fire broke 
out, Murphy added.
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US Capitol Police 457 Officers Short, Plans to Hire Hundreds More Over Next 3 Years- Chief

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The US Capitol police is currently experiencing a 
shortage of 457 officers and is planning to hire 280 officers this year and additional 280 over the 
next three years to provide sufficient security to Congress and its members, Chief Tom Manger 
said on Wednesday.
“We are going to hire 280 officers this year. Our intent is to hire 280 police officers for the next 
three years. That will get us ahead of attrition and my hope is that will get us to where we need 
to be in terms of staffing," Manger said during a US Senate hearing. “We are 457 [officers] 
short."
Manger said US Capitol police today is better equipped and trained to repel potential attacks on 
Congress and its members than it was a year ago.
Staff shortage remains the main challenge for the Capitol police, but a number of steps 
undertaken have helped prevent staff attrition, including retention bonuses and hazard pay for 
anyone who was protecting the premises during January 6 events last year.
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On that day, a group of Trump supporters entered the Capitol complex in protest of lawmakers 
certifying the 2020 presidential election from several US states that former President Donald 
Trump claimed were fraudulent. The breach resulted in the killing by police of an unarmed 
protester as well as other injuries to demonstrators and officers.
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Sherman, Georgia Foreign Minister Discuss Sovereignty, Independence - US State Dept.

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman spoke on 
Wednesday with Georgian Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani to express the United States’ 
support for Georgia’s independence and sovereignty, State Department spokesperson Ned 
Price said.
"The Deputy Secretary reiterated our unwavering support for Georgia’s independence, 
sovereignty, and territorial integrity within its internationally recognized borders," Price said in a 
statement.
Sherman also expressed commitment to continue urging Russia to withdraw its forces to 
pre-war positions and comply with the 2008 ceasefire agreement, the statement said.
Both officials emphasized the need to uphold the right of sovereign nations to choose their own 
security arrangements, the statement added.
In 2008, South Ossetia and Abkhazia declared independence from Georgia. The Georgian 
military undertook operations in order to reclaim the territories and bombed the South Ossetian 
capital of Tskhinvali, causing a massive civilian flight from the region.
Russia has backed South Ossetia and Abkhazia, where the majority of the population holds 
Russian citizenship.
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Washington Bars 2 Former, Current Bosnian Officials From Entering US - Blinken

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The US government has banned former and current 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) officials Milan Tegeltija and Mirsad Kukic from entering the 
United States due to their involvement in corruption and destabilizing activities, US Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken said in a statement on Wednesday.
"The Department of State is publicly designating former BiH High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council (HJPC) President Milan Tegeltija and the President of the Movement for Democratic 
Action (PDA) and Parliamentary Assembly Representative Mirsad Kukic due to their 
involvement in significant corruption. These designations render Tegeltija and Kukic ineligible for 
entry into the United States," Blinken said.
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The State Department also designated Tegeltija’s spouse, Tijana Tegeltija, rendering her 
ineligible to enter the United States, Blinked added.
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US-Led Coalition Launches Artillery Attack in Syria After Coming Under Fire - Task Force

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - US-led Coalition forces in Syria launched an artillery 
attack against Iran-supported malign actors after coming under rocket fire, the Defense 
Department's Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) said on 
Wednesday.
“Coalition forces were targeted this morning by eight rounds of indirect fire at Green Village, a 
Syrian Democratic Forces base with a small Coalition advisory presence, in northeast Syria... 
Coalition forces, acting on credible and actionable intelligence, responded swiftly and fired six 
rounds of artillery towards the point of origin of the attack just outside Mayadin, Syria,” 
CJTF-OIR said in a release.
Coalition forces observed several launch sites of indirect fire rockets hours before the attack 
that posed an imminent threat, the release said. Acting in self-defense, the coalition forces 
conducted several strikes to eliminate the observed threats, it added.
Inaccurate and indiscriminate indirect fire attacks pose a serious threat to innocent civilians, 
CJTF-OIR commander Maj. Gen. John Brennan, Jr. said in the release. Coalition forces 
continue to see threats against forces in Iraq and Syria by Iran-backed militia groups, Brennan 
added.
CJTF-OIR, established by the Defense Department in 2014, advises and assists partner forces 
to maintain the enduring defeat of the Islamic State terror group (banned in Russia) in Iraq and 
Syria.
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US, NATO Deploy F-16 Fighter Jets in Poland to Patrol Baltic Region - Allied Air Command

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The US Air Force has deployed a unit of F-16 Fighting 
Falcon fighter jets in a planned move to boost NATO air defenses in the Baltic Sea region, the 
Allied Air Command said on Wednesday.
"US F-16 aircraft landed in task, Poland on January 4 to work with the Polish Baltic Air Policing 
F-16s in Siauliai, Lithuania and enhanced Air Policing Belgian F-16s in Amari, Estonia," the 
Allied Air Command said in a news release.
The Belgian, Polish and US fighters will practice advanced airborne maneuvers and work 
closely with Combined Air Operations Center Uedem to strengthen command and C\control 
procedures, the release said.
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"The supplemental U.S. fighters will provide improved capabilities in the region and demonstrate 
a seamless integration into the long standing Baltic and enhanced Air Policing missions," Allied 
Air Command Deputy Chief of Staff Operations Joel Carey said in the release.
The F-16 force will work to improve interoperability among the allies and rehearse the rapid 
deployment of aircraft to alternate bases, according to the release.
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US Imposes New Sanctions on Bosnian Serb Leader Milorad Dodik - Treasury

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The United States imposed new sanctions on Milorad 
Dodik, member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, citing corrupt activities, the US 
Treasury Department Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) said in a press release on
Wednesday.
"Today, the US Department of the Treasury’s OFAC designated Milorad Dodik (Dodik), who is a 
member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), as well as one entity under his 
control, Alternativna Televizija d.o.o. Banja Luka, in response to Dodik’s corrupt activities and 
continued threats to the stability and territorial integrity of BiH," the release said.
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US Imposes Sanctions on Bosnia's Alternativna TV - Treasury Dept.

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - The United States has imposed sanctions on the 
Alternativna TV company in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the US Treasury Department Office of 
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) said in a notice on Wednesday.
"The following entity has been added to OFACs SDN List: Algernativna Televizija D.O.O. Banja 
Luka," the notice said.
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Electricity Cut Off in Houses Near Kazakhstan’s Presidential Residence in Almaty - Reports

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Electricity has been cut off in a number of houses near 
the presidential residence in Kazakhstan’s city of Almaty amid ongoing clashes between 
protesters and law enforcement, CNN reported on Wednesday.
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A neighborhood in downtown Almaty that surrounds the president’s residence have been 
experiencing internet outages while lights went off in buildings nearby, the report said citing a 
local journalist.
Protests against a two-fold increase in prices for liquefied natural gas (LNG) erupted in the past 
several days in the cities of Aktau and Zhanaozen in the Mangystau region and spread to 
Atyrau and the regions in West Kazakhstan. On Tuesday, a newly formed governmental 
committee said that the government is ready to lower LNG prices in accordance with the 
demands of the protesters as the protests spread.
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Most Americans Fear Repeat of Deadly January 6 Violence - Poll

WASHINGTON, January 5 (Sputnik) - Most Americans fear that last year's deadly violent 
events at the US Capitol in Washington could be repeated in foreseeable future, a new 
Axios-Momentive poll revealed on Wsdnesday.
Thursday marks the one year anniversary of the attack on the US Capitol by pro-Trump 
supporters who attempted to prevent Congress from certifying the 2020 presidential election 
results. At least five people died as a result of the incident and more than 700 have been 
arrested for crimes related to the breach.
"About 57% of Americans — about half of Republicans and seven in 10 Democrats — say more 
events similar to Jan. 6 are likely to happen in the next few years,” the poll said.
Almost two thirds of those surveyed acknowledged that the January 6 events changed the way 
they think about democracy in the country. About 60% see those changes as permanent, while 
others believe they are just temporary.
Meanwhile, more than one third of Americans said they have lost their faith in American 
democracy. Another half of those surveyed expressed their confidence in democratic institutions 
in the US.
Some 58% of respondents said they support the work of the House select committee on Jan. 6. 
However only 32% of Republicans shared this position, the poll added.
Meanwhile, 55% of Americans said they accept that President Joe Biden legitimately won the 
election, a 3% decline from a year ago, the poll showed.
The new online poll was conducted January 1-3, 2022, among a national sample of 2,649 
adults.
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